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The days are long gone when a real-time operating system (RTOS) was simply a
small kernel providing basic services such as task scheduling and reliable inter-task
communications. Today’s real-time operating systems are expected to perform a
wide variety of functions ranging from managing real-time communications to
providing a reliable foundation for higher level applications.
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The OSE kernel provides basic services
such as preemptive priority-based
scheduling and direct, asynchronous
message passing for inter-task communication and synchronization. It
also provides a memory management
package, which utilizes the processor’s
MMU hardware to provide memory
protection, and manages special physical
memories such as flash.
The Core Basic Services layer offers
optional, configurable packages for
services such as file system management, device driver management, heap
management, and run mode / freeze
mode debugging. In addition, this layer
provides extensive C/C++ runtime support with a fully reentrant function lib
rary. Moving one level higher, the Core
Extensions layer offers optional services
such as communication protocol stacks
(IPv4/v6, SNMP, DHCP, etc) and interprocess communications (IPC). Enea’s
LINX IPC software, for example, allows
tasks running on different processors
(or cores) to utilize the same message-
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defined interfaces (Figure 1)
At the highest level of the system is the “application” layer, which contains the userwritten application software. At the lowest level is the embedded hardware, which
can range from a single processor to a multicore/multiprocessor design spanning
multiple blades. Just above the hardware is the firmware, which consists of the
board support package, drivers, and related “glue” code.
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The RTOS sits between the firmware and application. OSE specifically utilizes a
layered architecture, including the “kernel”, the “Core Basic Services layer” and the
“Core Extensions layer,” (Figure 2).
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passing architecture offers many unique
advantages for distributed systems:
n In-herently modular, distributed
architecture
n Simple, intuitive model that is
easy to learn
n Consistent application design
simplifies long term maintenance
n No shared memory among
applications
n Task (process) ownership is
never shared
n Messages may be traced
and monitored
n Messages may be used for
synchronization
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OSE is optimized for distributed, faulttolerant systems, and built on an eventdriven, communicating state machine
model. OSE’s natural programming
model is based on passing direct,
asynchronous messages between tasks
(or “processes” in OSE terminology). This
model tends to promote, though not
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receives the message. Thus, the sending
process cannot fail, even if the receiving
process fails or becomes inaccessible.
This loosely coupled approach naturally
lends itself to distributed, fault-tolerant,
multiprocessor (and multicore) systems.
OSE’s direct, asynchronous message

These advantages are more easily under
stood when the OSE kernel services are
examined in more detail.

The Enea OSE Kernel Design
Today’s modern RTOSes are complex
pieces of software that provide a wide
array of services, including network
communications, file system manage
ment, and dynamic application loading.
They are typically architected in a
modular, scalable fashion, which allows
services to be added or removed as
necessary. The kernel is the most
significant part of the RTOS, as it is
responsible for managing hardware
and software resources.
The most important services provided
by the kernel are:
n Process management
n Process scheduling
n Interprocess communications
n Interprocess synchronization
n Memory management
n Dynamic memory allocation
n Memory protection
n Demand paging
n Error handling

Process Management
– Process Scheduling
Process management involves the coordination, prioritization, execution, and
synchronization of processes that
comprise and support applications
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the priority of other tasks/processes running. The net result is that most RTOSes
require the application software to be organized and executed in strikingly different
ways, depending on whether the processes are periodic, triggered by the RTOS
scheduler, or triggered by hardware interrupts. Under, all application software is
managed in a consistent fashion using the same programming model.
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complexity and can significantly degrade
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Process Management
– Interprocess Synchronization
RTOSes use a variety of interprocess
communication and synchronization
mechanisms, including message

Figure 4. Typical RTOS Priority Schema (left) vs. Enea OSE Priority Process (right).
Figure 4: Typical RTOS Priority Schema (left) vs. Enea OSE Priority Process (right)
OSE manages processes in a different manner than many other RTOSes. For
example, the OSE process scheduler manages hardware interrupts via an interrupt
process. In this way, all hardware interrupts are managed in the same fundamental
way as other software processes, thereby maintaining programming model
consistency and simplifying system level debugging and troubleshooting. By
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Figure 6: Typical RTOS Indirect Message Queue Architecture
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without any involvement from the programmer. In this manner, all messages are
OSE uses a learning algorithm to
handled one at a time, even if they arrive in asynchronous bursts. Unlike
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semaphores and mutexes, which are difficult (or impossible) to distribute, this mutual
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When a buffer is freed, it is inserted into the free buffer list corresponding to its buffer
size. Whenever an OSE “alloc” request is made, it first checks for the availability of
a buffer in the free buffer list of the appropriate size. If no buffers of the required
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In Figure 11, there are three blocks
Memory Management
of OSE processes. Each block has its
– Demand Paging
own memory pool. Block C is separated
OSE gives programmers the option
from Blocks A and B by a memory proof tightly controlling RAM usage in
tection barrier enforced by processor
applications where RAM is in short
hardware, depicted as a vertical “brick wall”.
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OSE error handling also incorporates an error escalation sequence as part
of the core kernel architecture, as seen
in Figure 13.
If the Process Error Handler reports
that it has not been successful in deal
buffer taken from the pool is permanently assigned its initially allocated size
(Figure 9). Once allocated, buffers do
not merge or split. Instead, when they
are freed, they are recycled with their
original size using a set of “free buffer
lists”, one per buffer size (Figure 10).
When a buffer is freed, it is inserted
into the free buffer list corresponding
to its buffer size. Whenever an OSE
“alloc” request is made, it first checks
for the availability of a buffer in the free
buffer list of the appropriate size. If no
buffers of the required size are available
in the free list, OSE creates a new buffer
in the unused portion of the pool. In
this way, OSE “learns” the worst-case
buffer needs of an application for each
buffer size and keeps sufficient buffers
available to meet those needs in its free
buffer lists.
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In Figure 11, there are three blocks of OSE processes. Each block has its own
memory pool. Block C is separated from Blocks A and B by a memory protection
barrier enforced by processor hardware, depicted as a vertical “brick wall”. If a
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OSE uses an error handling schema similar to that
employed in the C++ language. Error information is not
delivered to the calling OSE process. Instead, when
OSE detects an error while answering a service
request, it simply stops execution of the requesting
process and switches to a separate piece of code
associated with that process, known as a “Process
Error Handler”.
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based communications deployments.
In many applications, systems must
achieve 99.999% (or “five nines”) uptime
in order to deliver the continuous,
high-quality service that customers
have come to expect from PSTN-based
systems of the past.
OSE is designed from the ground
up with high availability in mind. OSE’s
memoryprotected, message passing
architecture facilitates the design of
modular, compartmentalized applicat
ions that prevent errant or malicious
processes from corrupting the kernel
and other application processes. OSE’s
run time loader enables applications
to be field upgraded and hot swapped

without shutting down running systems.
OSE’s advanced multi-level error handling capabilities enhance availability
for every load module, whether at the
process, block, or system level. And the
Enea LINX IPC services extend these
high availability (HA) capabilities to
multiple instances of OSE running on
different processors, cores, and blades.
All of these characteristics contribute
to OSE’s strength as a “five nines”,
highly available, fault tolerant, real
time operating system.

Conclusion
RTOSes have evolved over time to
perform more application-specific

functions. Unlike most traditional
RTOSes, OSE was designed specifically
with distributed, fault-tolerant telecommunications systems in mind. OSE’s
message-passing architecture and
general approach to process and memory
management, process scheduling, error
handling, and distributed communica
tions have made it the choice for millions of telecommunications applications worldwide.
When stability, high availability,
development simplicity, maintainability,
and performance are the primary criteria
for RTOS selection, OSE stands alone,
and its track record speaks for itself.
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